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A Love Story No More
 
Long ago, there was you and me
Long ago, we were so happy
Long ago, we made promises
And long ago, we made many memories.
 
Yet, all of a sudden it all fade away
The love story of you and me
My heart was in pain and my eyes were about to cry
My whole body was so weary
 
How can I let go of you?
When all along I can always see you
I am really trying to
Yet, I can't really do.
 
Why is it too easy for you?
Yet, so really hard for me
Oh, could you please help me?
For, it seems that you've let go already.
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Friendship That I Never Expected
 
It was year 2016, month of September
The 7 of us met together
In a place we don't know
For we still are new
 
For how many days, we still doesn't get along
No talking all night long
For we don't know each others trait
For the fact that we have just met
 
Yet, because we are in the same room
We started to have an open forum
After it, we made many memories
That surely no one can erase
 
In best and in worst times
We are always at each others side
Trials and tears we conquered together
For we doesn't leave one another
 
The corners of our room
Witnessed our different momentum
That we will surely treasure
Even if we are already at our comfort zone
 
Friendship that's been made unexpectedly
Strengthen by love, care, trust and loyalty
Neither one of us will be left behind
For we were already been bind
 
We made our vow
That we will remember especially when we are in sorrow
That vow is written below
Just read it until you are through
 
For better, for worse
For richer, for poorer
In sickness and in health
Till death, ROOM G will never ever be apart.
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Get Over You
 
Falling in love with you was easy
But breaking up with you makes me dizzy
I can't let you go
And I don't know what to do.
 
My heart is in pain
What will I gain?
Tears that keep on falling down
Until it already hits the ground.
 
Can you please just stay?
For me to be happy
I will do everything
And I promise it will be worth staying.
 
Remember what you've promised me?
I hope it will remain as it should be
Come on, don't give up
Because I know our love story is not a flop.
 
We made many memories already
Will you just let it fade away
Just like your love for me?
Oh, I don't know what I should say.
 
I can't bear the thought of losing you
From my mind and all the way inside through
My heart always skips on beating
Felt like I'm in the box ring, fighting.
 
If our love story will end
And never will extend
I have no choice but to say goodbye
It maybe not cause me to die.
 
Seeing you with the other girl
That looks like a pearl
Can't help but compare myself from a cheerleader
While me, I am still in the bleacher.
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I need you
But I love myself too
I know I can get over you
Even if it is a quite hard thing to do.
 
I believe someday I can move on
And reveal my newest version
Who is now ready to mingle and strong
Waiting for the right man to come along.
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Someday I'll Learn To Love You
 
Got a hard time in Programming,
Stressed, no time for bonding
Asking help for those who are already a pro
Wait a minute, what to do?
 
Problems here, problems there
My mind had flown everywhere
Exercises and projects need to be accomplished
Until there is time for it to be finished.
 
 
Why it takes for me to understand the problem?
It slows down my self esteem
For they got it fast, I got it slow
But I am doing my very best, never say NO.
 
I left with tears my dearest native land
Trying to pursue what has been planned
Doing all the things before it's too late
For good happenings come those who truly wait.
 
I say never give up, keep on fighting
Hardship is just part of growing
Believe in yourself and continue on learning
Stand up and say, I LOVE PROGRAMMING.
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The Longing Soul
 
I am all alone
In this lonely cold room
My friends are not here
I am filled with fear
 
How I wish they are here
So that my smile will not be replaced with tear
But fate is so playful
And I haven't been mindful
 
I thought it would be easy
But I am not that friendly
To be honest, I am not really comfy
Oh, loneliness please spare me
 
Until when will I feel this way?
Is it when my hair turns gray?
I don't know if I could still hold on
Or can I really go on
 
Felt like there is something missing
Now seems like life is not worth living
Help me, for I am in sorrow
Longing for laughter to whom can I borrow?
 
My friends, my friends where are you?
Have you missed me too?
When can we bond again?
And stay as if we are in chain.
 
Even just for awhile
For our distance is not a long mile
We are just in the same corner
But, why it seems we are too far from another?
 
Is it really true?
That people come and go
Then why you did you befriended me
If you will just to leave and stay far way?
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I don't know what's wrong with staying
Because I saw many people fond of leaving
Is it really too hard to stay?
To the life of people that are always completing your day
 
Questions with no answer
Makes me wonder
Have I been a bother?
Tell me, so that I can do better
 
Not through this way
That seems you all are ignoring me
I am not used to this
For I am attached with our daily routines
 
Please do not waste
The great friendship that was once so sweet
I believe we can still work this out
And this friendship will grow into a beautiful sprout.
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Yes, We Can! ! !
 
Being away is too hard to do
But we don't have a choice but to do so
To cry is one of the best thing to do
Because this is for our families future too.
 
Days are like years
No shortcuts along the way
Hardships are everywhere
Strength can't be found nowhere.
 
Solidarity and trust from one another
In aiming something good and be better
Even if we are still on the process
Soon we will be at the peak of success.
 
So, shout out to the Lord
For we are almost halfway of the road
It seems like impossible
But in His Mighty Hands it is visible.
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